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DEUTSCHE BANK SPONSORS “RICHARD PRINCE: SPIRITUAL AMERICA” AT THE 
SOLOMON R. GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM  
 
NEW YORK, September 17, 2007 – Deutsche Bank today announced that it is the lead 
sponsor of Richard Prince’s major retrospective at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in 
New York. The exhibit, “Richard Prince: Spiritual America”, highlights the artist’s contribution 
to the development of contemporary art and brings together key examples of his 
photographs, paintings, sculptures, and works on paper in an installation that integrates the 
various series of his oeuvre.  
 
Artworks by Richard Prince have been part of the Deutsche Bank Collection since 2000. 
Contemporary art by renowned and promising artists has played a prominent role in 
Deutsche Bank’s workplace environment since 1979. Today, nearly 50,000 works of art are 
on display in the bank’s offices around the world. Deutsche Bank’s Collection, which 
concentrates mainly on works on paper, mirrors the art of the past century, ranging from the 
postwar period to the present.  
 
“Our sponsorship of this exhibition reflects Deutsche Bank’s nearly thirty-year commitment to 
contemporary art,” said Gary Hattem, President, Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation. 
“Prince’s contribution has been exceptional, both in America and abroad, and we are 
extremely pleased to be able to present this outstanding body of work.”  
 
Deutsche Bank has been a Global Partner of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation for 
the past ten years, and has extended this relationship for the next five years. As a Global 
Partner, Deutsche Bank has provided support for important exhibitions and jointly manages 
the Deutsche Guggenheim, an exhibition space in Deutsche Bank’s Berlin headquarters.  
 
Additional information on Deutsche Bank Art is available at www.db-artmag.com and 
www.deutsche-guggenheim.com. 
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About Deutsche Bank 
Deutsche Bank <NYSE: DB> is a leading global investment bank with a strong and profitable 
private clients franchise. A leader in Germany and Europe, the bank is continuously growing 
in North America, Asia and key emerging markets. With 75,140 employees in 75 countries, 
Deutsche Bank competes to be the leading global provider of financial solutions for 
demanding clients creating exceptional value for its shareholders and people. 
 
Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., member NYSE, NASD and SIPC, is the investment banking 
and securities arm of Deutsche Bank AG in the United States. 
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